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Abstract—With the increase in demand for modeling a vast 
virtual city, it has become progressively limited by manual effort. 
Furthermore, a realistic city needs a complex transport network 
that follows the demographic and environmental impacts, and a 
large number of architectures following their surroundings. 
Authors propose a system using a procedural approach based on 
the extended L-system to generate urban landscapes. From 
various input image maps given by users or system itself, authors 
employ the procedural generation method to create a reasonable 
road map including highways and streets in line with the inputs, 
and to extract the enclosed regions for generating the appropriate 
buildings on the parcels respectively. As a result, the system is able 
to generate an almost infinite quantity of urban landscapes using 
diverse seeds, and reproduce a certain city perfectly with the same 
seed. Time spent in the generation process is relatively less, even 
for large-scale cities, which can be controlled within an acceptable 
range. Thereout, the flexibility of the extended L-system and the 
superiority of procedural generation approach for creating an 
urban landscape are authentically confirmed. 
Keywords—procedural generation; L-system; city modeling; 
urban development; computational geometry; virtual reality; GIS 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Cities, characterized by population density, symbolic 
function, and urban planning, have existed for thousands of 
years. The cities have been playing an increasingly important 
role in human civilization, and from which a large number of 
derivative demand have been born out. Needless to say the 
conventional demand like urban planning, the demand for 
entertainments show explosive growth as well. 
However, manually crafting every detail of vast virtual 
worlds for games and feature films is tedious and time-
consuming. Hence, it is not surprising that procedural generation 
is becoming widely adopted in the digital content creation 
industry, shifting part of the labor from designers to an 
automated system. Procedural generation is a method of creating 
data algorithmically as opposed to manually. Using a procedural 
approach, complex models are created from small procedural 
programs or rule sets. Advantages of procedural generation 
include smaller file sizes, larger amounts of content, and 
randomness for less predictable gameplay. 
Thus, we implement a system is capable of generating the 
urban landscape in a large scale based on 2D input maps with 
the extended L-system as framework. In contrast to existing 
similar systems, ours does not rely on aerial photography of 
roads and architectures, or even the input data provided by users. 
And we regard the population density as the focus to arrive at a 
more realistic effect not only in road map generation phases but 
also in procedure of generating buildings. Our system can 
generate an almost infinite quantity of cities using diverse seeds, 
and reproduce a certain city with the same seed. Furthermore, 
the distinctive approaches to generate road maps, as well as an 
approach to ameliorate road map against flaws are addressed. 
Subsequently, in the stage of building generation, we extract 
the enclosed regions from the road graph by applying the 
minimum cycle basis algorithm, then identify the lots by 
splitting the regions into minimal tracts or parcels of land 
suitable for development. At the end, we present two sorts of 
approaches to constructing buildings to demonstrate the 
flexibility of our system. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Stefan Greuter et al. [1] outline a solution to procedurally 
generate a city in real-time. The techniques applied to generate 
the city are demonstrated in a virtual city application titled 
Undiscovered City. The application creates a road network using 
a simple grid layout upon which it can place buildings generated 
using a combination of geometric primitives. But, the single grid 
pattern used does not reflect real urban landscapes and the 
resulting road network appears artificial and homogeneous. 
 
Fig. 1. Screenshot of Undiscovered City. 
Lechner and colleagues [2] use agent-based technology to 
build transportation networks, subdivide land, allocate use, and 
manage population density. The city generation is implemented 
by simulating cities using a set of agents that can model specific 
city entities such as developers, planning authorities and road 
builders. Regrettably, their system titled CityBuilder creates a 
road network and defines land use but does not generate actual 
building geometry and textures. 
Kelly [5, 6] presents a system called Citygen that aims to 
automate as much as possible by employing procedural methods 
to rapidly create the urban geometry. Their system is designed 
to allow developers hands-on interactive control over the 
generation process. However, their system does not provide 
automatic procedural generation way to create road network in 
the meantime, which implies that the system is still helpless 
when the users face a need of a virtual city in vast scale. 
 
Fig. 2. Screenshot of Citygen. 
Parish and Müller [4] propose a system called CityEngine 
using a procedural approach based on L-systems to model cities. 
The CityEngine can create a complex and detailed road network 
using extended L-systems, therefore, numerous follow-up 
studies are based on its theoretical basis, and not excepting ours. 
However, their researches are more or less defective to meet our 
needs, for that reason, we decide to combine their strengths and 
implement a complete system. 
 
Fig. 3. Screenshot of CityEngine. 
III. GENERATING ROAD MAPS 
A. Extended L-System 
L-systems have been used to model natural phenomena and 
the generation of plants and other branching structures provide 
some similarities to the generation of road networks. The 
CityEngine uses an extended form of L-systems to construct 
road maps in a manner which takes existing growth into account. 
Road generation is brought about through the use of two rule 
sets: the Global Goals and the Local Constraints. Road 
segments are initially schemed according to the Global Goals. 
These temporary plans are then refined by the Local Constraints 
which reflect the practical constraints of the real world and the 
state of the existing road network [6]. By means of separating 
disparate tasks from each other, the rules for extended L-system 
become much more elementary. This makes it accessible to add 
new goals and constraints without changing the production rules. 
The essence of extended L-system is a priority queue, and 
the focal point of whole workflow is maintaining it. Assuming 
that r is a road segment with three parameters: t, p, and m. 
Where t is the time delay until the segment is placed in virtual 
world, p means the geometrical properties of the segment, and 
m represents any additional metadata associated with this seg-
ment. Defining Q as the essence priority queue, every segment 
that not refined yet enters into Q provisionally. For each itera-
tion, a road segment with the smallest t is removed from Q. 
After that, Local Constraints is invoked to check the segment 
for compatibility with all previously accepted segments and 
modify its geometry if necessary. If the segment is found to be 
compatible, it is added to a data structure stood for as S where 
contains the accepted segments. The newly accepted segment 
is then fed into Global Goals which determines what, if any, 
new segments should branch out from it or grow continually 
from it in the future. 
The vantage of extended L-system has been once again 
demonstrated: the real variety between different implement-
ations comes in how developers generate new constraints and 
how they express their global goals. 
B. Organization of Road Map 
A city is always represented by its road map. Describing road 
map in graph theory, it is a unilaterally connected planar graph 
𝒢 = (𝒱, ℰ) with vertices 𝒱 and edges ℰ. Each vertex 𝒗 ∈ 𝒱 
is defined by its position in ℝ2 and logically corresponds to a 
road intersection point, and in our system, it is named Junction. 
Each edge 𝒆 ∈ ℰ  stores its source and target nodes which 
intend to be ℰ ⊆ 𝒱×𝒱  and logically corresponds to a road 
segment which is called Road explicitly. 
Also, a vertex is not allowed to connect to itself by an edge, 
which means (𝒗, 𝒗) ∉ ℰ  for any 𝒗 ∈ 𝒱 . Given an edge 
(𝒗1, 𝒗2), 𝒗2 is said to be adjacent to 𝒗1, and vice versa. Thus, 
each vertex has a set of adjacent vertices [7]. Furthermore, 
provided that an edge (𝒗1, 𝒗2) has already existed in ℰ, which 
is (𝒗1, 𝒗2) ∈ ℰ, then its reversed edge (𝒗2, 𝒗1) is no longer 
appended into ℰ  because of the property of unilateral 
connectivity. In contemplation to find out city blocks 
expediently, we use linear interpolation for straight roads. 
The vertices and edges of road map, namely junctions and 
roads, are stored into two quadtrees separately. To express 
relations of adjacency, a junction maintains all roads connecting 
to it, whether it is a starting point or an end. Similarly, a road has 
the properties of starting junction and end junction. There are 
three benefits to organizing junctions and roads with quadtrees: 
• It is easy to detect the intersection between the roads. 
• It is highly efficient when items are added into or 
removed from the quadtree. 
• On account of the spatial decomposition of the quadtree, 
items in the specific area can be gotten immediately. 
C. Global Goals 
Global Goals are primarily used to set the initial state of the 
road, such as the type of road and its location, orientation. The 
system measures every individual component contributing to the 
global goals and integrates them overall, then gets an appropriate 
value for giving to the road. The influence of a particular goal at 
any point is controlled by the input image maps. 
What differs from other system is that the users are not 
necessarily required to provide input maps. If the users do not 
provide any input, the system automatically provides several 
analog input maps in accordance with the seed and parameters 
which can be set by users themselves. Although there are many 
kinds of input maps which make contribution to global goals, the 
population density is considered as the focus to arrive at a more 
realistic effect. Population density depicts the distribution of the 
population over the area as literally. 
We chose to consider two types of roads: highways and 
streets. They differ in their purpose and behavior: Highways 
connect areas with highly concentrated population globally. 
Streets cover the areas between highways according to local 
population density, giving all neighborhoods transportation 
access to the nearest highway. The differences between them 
reflect on the definite values as well in practical terms. Together, 
these two classes form the road map of the virtual city. 
To find the next segment of an existed road, regardless of 
whether it is a highway or a street, it shoots several candidates 
for the result from the end of the road within a radius whose 
length depends on the default length of the road. Along these 
candidates, samples of the population density are taken from the 
population density map. The road in candidates which has the 
highest population density is picked out as the segment growing 
from the existed road. 
Because of the different lengths between highways and 
streets, highways owning the longer length are more insensitive 
than the streets, which means that highways could do sampling 
roughly and find out each peak of places where population 
gathering approximately but quickly. On the contrary, streets are 
sensitive to subtle nuances in population density. This feature 
could make the road map have a significant growth trend, 
coupled with the limitation of no streets are allowed to produce 
in the area where its population density is too low, a gathering 
place with clear boundary are generated out. 
 
Fig. 4. The formation of sampling range. 
Once a road grows beyond a fixed length, it stops growing, 
at the same time, several branches together with a successor road 
appear then. In relation to a highway, not only when its length 
exceeds a certain value, but also when it grows out a segment, a 
branch road in street type appears. Consistent with the foregoing, 
generating of branch roads takes the same sampling method. 
Additionally, the position where a branch is extended is quite 
different between highways and streets: the highways extend 
branch roads from their end, and as for the streets, they extend 
branches from the midst of themselves. 
 
Fig. 5. A generated road map using random Perlin noise as its input. Red lines 
represent highways and blue lines are streets. And the brighter background is, 
the more concentrated the population are. 
D. Local Constraints 
What the Local Constraints do is to adjust the intermediate 
productions proposed by the Global Goals to the local 
environment. Whenever a special situation in the environment is 
encountered, the settings in these productions are modified. If 
there is no possibility to find a validity, the Local Constraints 
discards current intermediate.  
The conditions of how to make a judgment if a road is out of 
range or not are quite concise and explicit: Any road segment, if 
either of its endpoints is out of this space, is not taken into 
account as an accepted one. This way does not cause any 
problems, because every road grows segment by segment, what 
is discarded is only a small piece of integrated road. 
In general, there are three cases of relations among roads, 
and corresponding to each case, there is a matching processing 
method. 
 
Fig. 6. Three cases of relations and their processing methods. 
Logically, the order of processing these three cases is exactly 
the order we described them. For the first case, we should find 
out the intersections of undetermined segment and existed roads. 
The nearest intersection should be considered, by reason that it 
is possible for a segment to intersect with more than one road. A 
new junction should be generated at the intersection, and the 
road must be split into two shorter roads because of planar graph. 
If the segment doesn’t intersect with any roads, then the 
second case is considered. The most important procedure in this 
period is to acquire the closest junction to the end of 
undetermined segment. Under normal circumstances, the 
circular region taking the end of segment as center with a certain 
radius should be detected, to see if there exist any junctions in 
this area. Otherwise, the end of the segment is adjusted to this 
junction to form a crossing instead. 
Provided that the closest junction isn’t discovered around the 
end, the third case is checked next. Similarly, a circular region 
is also scanned and its radius usually equals previous radius in 
value. We simply stretch the undetermined segment out along its 
direction in a length of radius, and determine whether it 
intersects with other roads on this basis. If intersects, a T-
junction forms in the similar way which are used in the first case, 
or else the extended segment is restituted to its original length. 
However, only using the restrictions to limit roads still has 
some minor flaws. Therefore, at the final process of every one 
of the cases, it should be judged if the modified segment ought 
to be discarded. The origin of current road segment is originally 
adjudged in respect that a road breakage will be formed if a 
successor road is removed for its too short length, so that only 
the branch roads should be considered. It is not supposed that 
two roads enclose a narrow space between them, which means a 
segment will be discarded when there is an angle approximately 
in 0 degrees around its end. 
 
Fig. 7. Contrast of results of road maps between approach without final 
correction and with it. Upper: Road map having some roads are very close to 
each other doesn’t meet the real situation. Lower: After correction. 
IV. GENERATING BUILDINGS 
A. Extracting Blocks 
After the creation of road map, highways and streets enclose 
the populated area of the city to bring about many small areas 
which we call Blocks. The role of the block is to add any 
geometry onto the region. These blocks can be determined by 
extracting the closed loops from the road graph. To extract the 
blocks, we execute a Minimum Cycle Basis algorithm on the 
road network graph. Due to the special organization of road 
graph, the algorithm we present is far superior to most other 
minimum cycle basis algorithms. 
We strictly make the guarantee that the road graph is a 
unilaterally connected graph before. To execute our minimum 
cycle basis algorithm, we need to unite the whole road graph 
with its reversed graph where every edge is a reversed edge of 
former graph in correspondence. As a result, we can obtain a 
strongly connected graph. Cycles are extracted by using the 
clockwise orientation of edges to prioritise exploration paths. 
Now that a cycle is extracted and removed from the strongly 
connected graph, strictly speaking, which is no longer a strongly 
connected graph. On its basis, the cycle-extraction algorithm is 
repeated until there are no more edges in the graph. 
By our minimum cycle basis algorithm, all of the cycles in 
the road graph could be extracted to form the blocks. However, 
in fact the roads have their width. This requires that the blocks 
need to be further shrunk. We present another more mathematic 
and more efficient method to do this. 
 
Fig. 8. Geometric relationships between two roads and their intersections of 
edges. 
Considering the problem shown in Fig. 8, the geometric 
relationships between two roads and their intersections of edges 
are illustrated. The two roads lie at an angle of 𝜃. If we could 
solve the translation vector 𝒕  in accordance with conditions 
given above, this problem will be resolved easily. What we have 
known are the angle 𝜃, which is the sum of 𝜃1 and 𝜃2, and ℎ1, 
ℎ2  have the half value of width1 and width2, respectively. 
According to known conditions, we can list two equations: 

ℎ1
sin 𝜃1

ℎ2
sin 𝜃2
‖𝒕‖ 
 𝜃1𝜃2𝜃 
That means, if an angle, either 𝜃1 or 𝜃2, could be solved, 
then the length of 𝒕 could also be solved as a matter of course. 
It isn’t arduous to solve this, and the solution of 𝜃2 is: 
 𝜃2 arctan
sin 𝜃
ℎ1
ℎ2
+cos𝜃
 
Letting the second road rotate 180 − 𝜃2 degrees around its 
starting point in counterclockwise, the direction of result heads 
toward the direction of 𝒕. To multiply the normalized vector in 
that direction by the norm ‖𝒕‖, we can get the translation vector 
𝒕. For each vertex, translating it in its corresponding translation 
vector, its destination point is able to be calculated out. 
 
Fig. 9. Left: A road network. Right: The corresponding blocks to the left. 
B. Subdivision into Parcels 
Even though the blocks become available by performing all 
the procedures until now, the buildings cannot be constructed 
onto it directly, as they are still too large to fit a building. 
Consequently, the blocks have to be subdivided into smaller 
parcels for the placement of buildings. As the lot subdivision 
algorithms, there are two diverse options in general: Skeleton-
based Subdivision and OBB-based Subdivision [8]. 
We applied OBB-based Subdivision to our system. The lot 
subdivision process operates by measuring the regions and 
dividing them recursively until all of the subdivided parcels meet 
a set of rules specified by the user. 
The first step is to fit an oriented bounding box to the region 
which is a polygon in fact. Beyond that, it is worth noting that a 
helpful theorem has been proven: The smallest-area enclosing 
rectangle of a polygon has a side collinear with one of the edges 
of its convex hull. Thanks to that theorem the number of 
candidates is dramatically reduced to the number of polygon 
edges. Now that an oriented bounding box surrounding the 
region is in existence. The second step is to split a parcel into 
two smaller parcels along the minor axis of the oriented 
bounding box. In view of factuality, instead of splitting parcels 
in half, we decide to divide it into two inegalitarian parts with a 
random proportion in a specified interval. 
To simplify the splitting process, many systems forbid the 
creation of concave lots. But for our system, the concave lots are 
always concomitant with the convex lots, which requires a more 
complex split algorithm capable of splitting both concave and 
convex regions. In our implementation, we first traverse every 
edge of the region, which is a polygon structure, to check 
whether it crosses over the split line and forms an intersection. 
Only in "interior" region of the polygon, two intersections will 
form a connection. From the new polygon structure, two or more 
cycles can be extracted as split parcels using minimum cycle 
basis algorithm. 
As recursion termination and constraints on parcels, several 
rules are appended, such as area, road access, and aspect ratio. 
Unlike other system, we extend the use of population density 
map to this stage. Since we have enough reason to believe that 
the building in high population density place has larger area, and 
contrariwise, it has smaller area. We use a non-linear function to 
fit the process. All the parcels are found till recursion is 
terminated totally. 
 
Fig. 10. Split parcels at the same location with Fig. 9. 
C. Building Construction 
Buildings are generated on the parcels created by the lot 
subdivision process. Once the parcels are determined, 
meanwhile the footprints for building are also determined 
roughly. What remaining to be determined are the heights of 
buildings. 
In like manner, the use of population density map is extended 
to this stage as well. The place where population density is high 
enough possesses the higher buildings, like skyscrapers. On the 
contrary, lower buildings are set up on the place possessing low 
population density, like folk houses. Two border equations can 
be imported to describe the relation between local population 
density and building height. The universal border equation is: 
 ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡  ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑝𝑑 
The ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡  indicates a limit height of building at the specific 
population density. ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛  and ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the minimum limit 
height and the maximum limit height, respectively. The 
exponent 𝑝𝑑 represents the population density value, which is 
in the range from 0 to 1. Both upper limit and lower limit in an 
identical population density value can be obtained from (4). The 
concrete building height at a specific population density is 
returned as a random value between the two limits. 
We adopt two approaches to constructing buildings to 
demonstrate the flexibility of our system. They are procedural 
generation approach and model adaption approach. 
For procedural generation approach, the buildings are 
completely constructed from creating meshes to assigning 
textures. We select the parcel’s polygon as base and let the 
building go straight up until it reaches the specific height. Each 
plane of models should be triangulated by a relatively complex 
algorithm since they have irregular shapes. Many triangulation 
algorithms perform in the 2D space, which implies that a 
polygon in 3D space must be mapped to 2D space primarily by 
means of coordinate transformations. 
And as for model adaption approach, it is, as its name implies, 
an approach to picking out the most suitable model for a parcel 
from a collection of ready-made architectures models. Therefore, 
the most important step of this approach is to evaluate a model 
for a parcel. The evaluation function is a highly flexible module. 
It is based on a building model as well as its parcel possessed, 
grading the relation between them, and the building model with 
the highest score is then picked out to generate on the 
corresponding parcel. 
 
Fig. 11. Urban landscapes generated in the same place with two different 
approaches. Left: Procedural generation approach. Right: Model adaption 
approach. 
V. RESULTS 
Our system is developed and tested under the environment 
of an Intel Core i7-4790 with 32GB RAM and an NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX 760. And the only development tool we used is 
Unity 5.6.1. 
To evaluate the performance of our system, we designed a 
series of test plans. In accordance with the procedures of 
procedural generation, we subdivide the operational processes 
of our system into four stages. Provided that a group of test cases 
have the identical values in random seed and scale of the virtual 
world, and the only variable left is processing quantity of 
productions per frame. The productions in each stage refer to 
roads and junctions, road models, blocks and its subdivided 
parcels, and building models, respectively. 
We tested 2 groups, that is 6 cases in total, to evaluate our 
system. Both groups generated the virtual worlds under an 
identical seed, but two groups differed widely in the scale of 
world. For each test case, we tested in 10 times and took their 
average to get more accurate results. The details of group 2 are 
illustrated in the following tables. 
TABLE I.  TEST RESULT IN SCALE OF 4096*4096 
Stage Name 
Road 
map 
Road 
models 
Allot-
ments 
Build-
ings 
Total 
Time 
1 
Quantity 
per frame 
200 200 100 200 
82519
ms 
Productions 
quantity 
40404/ 
35544a 
40404 4844 30120 
Time (ms) 5112 13490 17850 46067 
2 
Quantity 
per frame 
500 500 300 400 
49883
ms 
Productions 
quantity 
40404/ 
35544 
40404 4844 30120 
Time (ms) 4990 6313 6161 32419 
3 
Quantity 
per frame 
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 
23550
ms 
Productions 
quantity 
40404/ 
35544 
40404 4844 30120 
Time (ms) 4319 1094 572 17565 
a. Quantity of roads/ quantity of junctions. 
Through the tables above, we can see that the productions 
quantities are exactly same in the identical seed and scale, which 
means the urban landscapes are in the same view completely and 
no matter how many productions are processed in one frame. 
This proves that a definite urban landscape is always generated 
using the identical seed. 
With the longitudinal comparison, we can know that the 
more quantity processed per frame, the faster the system is. 
However, if too many productions are dealt with at one time, the 
frame rate at run time will drop significantly. In particular, if all 
productions are processed in only one frame, the means of 
procedural generation will lose its meaning. Therefore, finding 
the balance between computing time and frame rate could 
become another subject. 
 
Fig. 12. An areial view of a virtual city. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In the dissertation, we implemented a system that is capable 
of creating the urban landscape in a large scale based on 2D 
input data with a series of procedural generation methods. In 
contrast to existing similar systems, ours does not rely on aerial 
photography of roads and architectures, or even the input data 
provided by users. Furthermore, our system is able to generate 
an almost infinite quantity of cities using diverse seeds, and 
reproduce a certain city perfectly with the same seed. The system 
inherits and carries forward extended L-systems to generate road 
maps. Subsequently, the building geometry is created on the 
allotments obtained by a series of procedures. Several original 
ways to generate road maps and buildings are addressed in the 
dissertation. Additionally, an approach to ameliorate road map 
is also included. For the population density map, it is not only 
used in the road map generation, but also in the building 
generation, to increase the realness. 
Although the system is implemented as a complete project, 
there are still some places to be improved to lead to more 
realistic results. As the input data, 2D input maps in current stage 
are too little to simulate the real urban landscape. At the present 
time, the procedural generation approach of buildings is too 
monotonous to build a realistic urban landscape. A building 
usually does not fill up the entire allotment, instead, it possesses 
a part of parcel called footprint. That calls for a reasonable 
footprint beyond the construction of building. After that, the 
procedural generated and diversified architectures are needed. 
Once building geometry is created, a method should be applied 
to generate facades in procedural textures. 
Not only the buildings, but also the additional geometries 
such as trees, traffic lights or signposts could be considered 
further. However, with the increase in models, due to the 
rendering of increasingly objects, the scene frame rate will 
inevitably be affected. Hence the optimization of our system 
becomes an urgent task. 
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